
Current trend in Crypto world is moving from real world to virtual world like NFT, 

Metaverse, etc 

LondonCoin is in real world to make it better. 

 

 

According to Skew, the current market value of ETH 

accounts for 41% of BTC, which has doubled compared to 

the beginning of this year. It reached a maximum of 85% 

in 2017. 

It takes 10 years since the original invention that other can 

take over the original 

 

From IMF, 

 



Striking a balance 

As national currency, cryptoassets—including Bitcoin—come with substantial risks to 
macro-financial stability, financial integrity, consumer protection, and the 
environment. The advantages of their underlying technologies, including the potential 
for cheaper and more inclusive financial services, should not be overlooked. 
Governments, however, need to step up to provide these services, and leverage new 
digital forms of money while preserving stability, efficiency, equality, and 
environmental sustainability. Attempting to make cryptoassets a national currency is 
an inadvisable shortcut. 

Kate just sent some LDX from ABM wallet: 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x37966cc06af779880f55ba18b042ae89c1d1ab896c7010be5c27438

dd6c4f702 

 

https://ethplorer.io/ko/address/0xc6f00f8ce8241a6aae909da0384c6d1a99347c12 

 

• LondonCoin as Platform 

• The only gold accumulating coin that is 

designed to increase the value over time. 

• LDX has been minted, and will be exchanged 

with LDXG 

 

 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x37966cc06af779880f55ba18b042ae89c1d1ab896c7010be5c27438dd6c4f702
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Sustainable LondonCoin 

https://twitter.com/WuBlockchain/stat

us/1433611900030316582 

The most famous game ‘legend’ 4 with 600 million 

registered users in China has released the native Token 

DRACO. The official also plans to launch the NFT market 

next month. More and more traditional game companies 

are entering the cryptocurrency field. 

Bitcoin Foundation chairman Brock Pierce 
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Corndalorian  ∞/21M 

@corndalorian 

 

· 

8h 

Less than 3 days until McDonald’s, Walmart, and any other major US company operating 

in El Salvador begin accepting #Bitcoin . Are you still bearish? 

 

 

 

 

Steve Barbour 

@SGBarbour 

 

The world is acting crazy right now because the world is 

insolvent. Banks, governments, underwriters, megacorps... 

they are all bankrupt and operating on borrowed time. 

Only new ownership via debt jubilee will resolve this 

problem. 
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Bitcoin whales have added +41,580 BTC (~$2B) to their 

holdings in the last 10 days 

 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com

/markets/cryptocurrency/exodus-of-

crypto-currency-machines-from-

china/articleshow/85942556.cms 

 

 



 

Usually this means bull market 

 

According to glassnode, the number of addresses holding 

1,000+ bitcoins is only 2,125, a 15-month low.   

This always happen when they only buy to pump it and then they sell for profit. What 

sense have to hold something falling. Read Dow Jones Theory. Third wave not mean 

anything to investors. They sell already in may. 

The more worth BTC becomes, the less you want to have +1,000 in just one wallet. They 



probably just split their wallets. 

 

Just cool down .. it is interesting to note. 



 


